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On fitting the type II seesaw mechanism into the type I seesaw mechanism, we obtain a formula to the
neutrino masses which get suppressed by high-scale M3 in its denominator. As a result, light neutrinos
are naturally obtained with new physics at TeV scale. As interesting consequence, the mechanism may
be directly probed at the LHC by directly producing the TeV states intrinsic of the mechanism. We show
that the 3-3-1 model with right-handed neutrinos realizes naturally such seesaw mechanism.
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1. Introduction

One of the major puzzles in particle physics is the understand-
ing of the small but nonzero neutrino masses established by the
phenomenon of neutrino oscillation detected in solar [1] and at-
mospheric [2] as long as in laboratory experiments with reactors
[3] and accelerator [4] neutrinos.

On the theoretical side, seesaw mechanisms is considered the
most elegant way of generating small masses for the neutrinos. In
conventional seesaw mechanisms [5–7], neutrino masses get sup-
pressed by a high-scale M in its denominator according to the

formula: mνl = v2
ew
M where vew is a energy scale parameter at the

electroweak range.
Regions of values for M of interest in particle physics is M

close to unification scale (1012–14 GeV) and M around TeV scale
(1–10 TeV). In the first scenario, neutrino physics is associated to

theories of grand unification and the quotient v2
ew
M lies already at

the eV range, explaining in this way the smallness of the neutrino
masses. However, the unpleasant point of this scenario is that, due
to the high value for M , such scenario cannot be tested experi-
mentally.

In the second scenario, i.e., M at the TeV range, for vew at
electroweak scale, we do not have, in fact, a seesaw mechanism

because v2
ew is of order of M which leaves the quotient v2

ew
M close

to the unity requiring, in this way, huge fine tuning of the Yukawa
couplings in order to generate neutrino mass at eV scale. Peo-
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ple get interested in such scenario because it may be probed at
LHC [8]. However, for we have a seesaw mechanism with M at the
TeV scale, we need vew � 1 MeV. This is unnatural, unless we pro-
vide a supplementary mechanism of suppression for vew .

An interesting possibility for having a seesaw mechanism work-
ing at TeV scale is fitting the type II seesaw mechanism into the
type I seesaw mechanism. For this we have to develop type II see-
saw mechanism for other scalar multiplets than Higgs doublet. This
idea was originally proposed by Ma at Ref. [9] and after general-
ized by Grimus et al. at Ref. [10].

In this work we review this idea and show that it leads to a
neutrino mass formula that get suppressed by high-scale M3 in
its denominator. Due to this suppression factor, we call this mech-
anism “triple seesaw mechanism”. We also show that the 3-3-1
model with right-handed neutrinos realizes naturally the triple
seesaw mechanism.

This works is organized as following. In Section 2 we make use
of a toy model to present the idea. In Section 3 we develop the
mechanism in an extension of the standard model. In Section 4 we
implement the mechanism inside the 3-3-1 model, and finally in
Section 5 we present a summary of our results.

2. A toy model

For presenting the idea we consider a simple toy model without
reference at first to any gauge model. The toy model involve one
left-handed neutrino, νL , one right-handed neutrino, νR and two
scalar fields φ1 and φ2. These scalars do not carry lepton number.
We assume that the Lagrangian respects the set of discrete sym-
metry (νL, νR , φ2) → −(νL, νR , φ2). Besides, we allow that only νR
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develop Majorana mass term. After all this, the Lagrangian we can
build with these fields is formed by the terms

L = −yν̄LνRφ1 − Mν̄C
R νR + V (φ1, φ2). (1)

When φ1 develop vacuum expectation value (VEV) different from
zero, v1, the first term in the Lagrangian above generates Dirac
mass term for the neutrinos. The first two terms of the Lagrangian
above provide the following mass matrix for the neutrinos in the
basis (νL, ν

C
R ),

Mν =
(

0 yv1

yv1 M

)
. (2)

Assuming M � v1, we obtain after diagonalize this mass matrix

mνl ≈ y2 v2
1

M
, mνh ≈ M. (3)

This is nothing more than the type I seesaw mechanism.
Now let us move to the scalar sector of the model. The main

goal here is to arrange things such that v1 get suppressed by a
factor 1

M . For this we apply the type II seesaw mechanism to φ1.
The potential we can construct with all these scalar fields and

respect the discrete symmetry mentioned above is composed by
the terms

V (φi) = μ2
1φ

2
1 + μ2

2φ
2
2 + λ1φ

4
1 + λ2φ

4
2 + λ3φ

2
1φ2

2

− M1

2
φ1φ

2
2 + H.c. (4)

The condition for V (φi) develops minimum involves two constraint
equations. However, what matter for us here is the one related to
the VEV of φ1,

v1

(
μ2

1 + λ1 v2
1 + λ3

2
v2

2

)
− M1 v2

2 = 0, (5)

where v1 and v2 are the VEVs of φ1 and φ2, respectively.
The suppositions we take here are that φ1 is heavier than φ2,

i.e., μ1 � μ2 and that μ1 ≈ M1. With this we find that the equa-
tion above provides,

v1 ≈ v2
2

M1
. (6)

Considering that M1 ≈ M and substituting Eq. (6) in (3), we
obtain,

mνl ≈ y2 v4
2

M3
. (7)

This is the neutrino mass formula that arises in the triple seesaw
mechanism. Perceive that there is a real possibility for we have
neutrino masses at eV range with new physics at TeV scale. This is
so because neutrino masses get suppressed by high-scale M3 in its
denominator. For example, for M = (1–10) TeV, we have a factor
of suppression in the range 109–12 which is sufficient to generate
neutrino masses at around eV.

In the next two sections we implement the mechanism in the
framework of realistic neutrino models.

3. Implementing the mechanism into the standard model

The way we implement the mechanism here is different from
the one done in the original work [9]. We extend the standard
model (SM) with some new fields. For sake of simplicity, we con-
sider only one generation of fermions. The mechanism requires we
add to the standard field content one right-handed neutrino νR
and at least two scalar doublets H1, H2, plus a scalar singlet S .
These scalars do not carry lepton number. To avoid undesirable
terms, we assume that the whole Lagrangian respects the discrete
symmetry (H1, S, νR) → −(H1, S, νR). With this, the Lagrangian
must involve the terms

L ⊃ −yL̄ H̃1νR − Mν̄C
R νR + V (H1, H2, S) (8)

where L = (νL, e−
L )T is the standard lepton doublet.

When H1 develop nonzero VEV, v1, the neutrinos gain Dirac
mass term that together with the Majorana mass term for the
right-handed neutrino form the following mass matrix in the basis
(νL, ν

C
R ),

Mν =
(

0 yv1

yv1 M

)
. (9)

Considering M � v1, we obtain after diagonalize this mass matrix,

mνl ≈ y2 v2
1

M
, mνh ≈ M. (10)

Again, this is the type I seesaw mechanism.
Now let us move to the scalar sector of the model and apply

the type II seesaw mechanism to the doublet H1. The potential
composed by this scalar content and that respect the set of discrete
symmetry we discussed above is,

V (H1, H2, S)

= μ2
1

(
H†

1 H1
) + μ2

2

(
H†

2 H2
) + μ2

S S∗S

+ λ1
(

H†
1 H1

)2 + λ2
(

H†
2 H2

)2 + λ3
(

S∗ S
)2

+ λ4
(

H†
1 H1

)(
H†

2 H2
) + λ5

(
H†

1 H1
)(

S∗ S
) + λ6

(
H†

2 H2
)(

S∗S
)

− M1

2
H†

1 H2 S + H.c. (11)

The conditions for V (H1, H2, S) develops minimum involve
three constraint equations. What matter for us here is the one re-
lated to the VEV of H1,

v1

(
μ2

1 + λ1 v2
12 + λ4

2
v2

2 + λ5

2
v2

S

)
− M1 v2 v S = 0, (12)

where v2 and v S are the VEVs of H2 and S , respectively.
Let us suppose that H1 is heavier than H2 and S , i.e., μ1 �

μ2,μS , and that the scale of energy, M1, related to the trilinear
term in the potential above is of the same order of magnitude of
the mass of H1, i.e., μ1 ≈ M1. With these two suppositions, the
equation above provides,

v1 ≈ v2 vs

M1
. (13)

This is nothing more that the type II seesaw mechanism applied
to v1.

Now, considering M1 ≈ M and combining Eq. (13) with (10),
we obtain,

mνl ≈ y2 v2
2 v2

s

M3
. (14)

Note that, as expected, the mass of the light neutrino get sup-
pressed by high-scale M3 in its denominator. Moreover, perceive
that the formula above involve two VEVs in its numerator. This
gives us more liberty to arrange the VEVs in conjunction with M
in order to obtain neutrino mass at eV range with M at the TeV
scale.

For example, in this particular extension of the SM, v1 devel-
ops exclusively Dirac mass terms for the neutrinos and v2 get
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in charge of generating masses for all standard charged fermions
of the model. This requires v2 ≈ 102 GeV. On the other hand,
v S is not constrained, which means it can take any value in the
electroweak range. Being conservative and taking v S = 10−1 GeV,
v2 ≈ 102 GeV and M = 10 TeV, we obtain

mνl ≈ 0.1y2 eV. (15)

We see that the mechanism provides a real possibility for ex-
plaining solar and atmospherics neutrino oscillation with Yukawa
couplings of order O(1).

From a phenomenological viewpoint, this scenario is interest-
ing because it involves sizable couplings of the TeV new states
with the standard leptons through the term yL̄ H̃1νR , allowing the
mechanism be directly probed at the LHC by directly producing
the TeV states intrinsic of the mechanism.

4. Implementing the mechanism into the 3-3-1 model with
right-handed neutrinos

In this section we show that the triple seesaw mechanism takes
place naturally in the gauge models based in the SU(3)C ⊗SU(3)L ⊗
U (1)N (3-3-1) symmetry called 3-3-1 model with right-handed
neutrinos (331νR) [11]. In it the leptons come in triplet and sin-
glets as follows,

faL =
⎛
⎝

νa

ea

νc
a

⎞
⎠

L

∼ (1,3,−1/3), eaR ∼ (1,1,−1), (16)

with a = 1,2,3 representing the three known generations. We are
indicating the transformation under 3-3-1 after the similarity sign,
“∼”. For the quark representation we refer the reader to the origi-
nal work of the model [11].

The scalar content capable of generating masses for all charged
fermions of the model is composed by three scalar triplets as fol-
lows [11]

χ =
⎛
⎝

χ0

χ−

χ ′0

⎞
⎠ , ρ =

⎛
⎝

ρ+

ρ0

ρ ′+

⎞
⎠ , η =

⎛
⎝

η0

η−

η′0

⎞
⎠ , (17)

with η and χ transforming as (1,3,− 1
3 ) and ρ transforming as

(1,3,− 2
3 ). Although the scalar content above involves five neutral

scalars, it is just necessary that η0, ρ0 and χ ′ 0 develop vacuum
expectation value (VEV) for that all the particles of the model, with
exception of the neutrinos, develop their correct mass terms.

In the 331νR neutrino mass terms must, necessarily, involve
the product f̄ L f c

L . Considering its transformation by the SU(3)L

symmetry, f̄ L f c
L = 3∗ ⊗ 3∗ = 3 ⊕ 6∗ , we see that, in order to gen-

erate mass terms for the neutrinos, we must couple f̄ L f c
L to an

anti-triplet or to a sextet of scalars. Previous works showed that
the first case leads to degenerate Dirac mass terms for the neutri-
nos [11]. This case is not of interest for us here. In regard to the
scalar sextet [12], recent works have employed it to implement the
type I and type II seesaw mechanisms into the model [13].

A remarkable fact about this sextet is that after the SU(3)C ⊗
SU(3)L ⊗U (1)N symmetry breaking to the SU(3)C ⊗SU(2)L ⊗U (1)Y

one, the sextet,

S = 1√
2

⎛
⎝

Δ0 Δ− Φ0

Δ− Δ−− Φ−

Φ0 Φ− σ 0

⎞
⎠ ∼

(
1,6,

−2

3

)
, (18)

splits into a triplet plus a doublet and a singlet of scalars,
S → Δ(1,3,YΔ) + Φ(1,2,YΦ) + σ 0
(1,1,Y

σ0 ), (19)

where Y are the hypercharges of the respective multiplets, with
YΔ = −2, YΦ = −1 and Yσ 0 = 0, and

Δ = 1√
2

(
Δ0 Δ−

Δ− Δ−−

)
, Φ = 1√

2

(
Φ0

Φ−

)
,

σ 0

√
2
. (20)

The Yukawa interaction f C
L S∗ f L can be dismembered into the fol-

lowing ones,

f̄ C
L S∗ f L → L̄C Δ∗L + L̄ΦνR + ν̄C

R σ0νR , (21)

when the 3-3-1 symmetry breaks to the SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U (1)Y

symmetry. In the above expression L represents the usual SM dou-
blet of left-handed leptons. It is easy to see that when Δ0, Φ0 and
σ 0 develop nonzero VEV, then Dirac and Majorana mass terms are
generated for the neutrinos. In this work we assume that Δ0 does
not develop VEV. As we see, the model disposes of all ingredients
required by the triple seesaw mechanism.

When Φ0 and σ 0 develop nonzero VEV, let us suppose vΦ

and vσ , the Yukawa interactions hab f̄ C
aL

S fbL generate the following
mass terms for the neutrinos in the basis (νeL , νμL , ντL , ν

C
eR

, νC
μR

,

νC
τR

)T = (νL, ν
C
R )T ,

1

2

(
ν̄C

L , ν̄R
)(

0 MD

MD MR

)(
νL

νC
R

)
, (22)

where

MD = hvΦ and MR = hvσ , (23)

with h being a symmetric matrix formed by the Yukawa couplings
hab . As it is very well known, from the diagonalization of the mass
matrix in Eq. (22), for the case vσ � vΦ , we obtain,

mνl � −MD M−1
R MD , mh � MR , (24)

where mνl is a mass matrix for the left-handed neutrinos and mh
is the mass matrix for the right-handed neutrinos.

On substituting the matrices MD and MR given in Eq. (23) into
Eq. (24), we obtain,

mνl = −h
v2

Φ

vσ
and mh = hvσ . (25)

This is the type I seesaw mechanism that arises in the 331νR.
Let us move to the scalar sector. In order to avoid a prolifer-

ation of undesirable terms, we impose the potential respects the
set of discrete symmetries (χ,ρ) → −(χ,ρ). After this, the most
complete part of the potential that obeys this set of discrete sym-
metry and conserves lepton number is composed by the following
terms,

V = μ2
χχ2 + μ2

ηη
2 + μ2

ρρ2 + λ1χ
4 + λ2η

4 + λ3ρ
4

+ λ4
(
χ †χ

)(
η†η

) + λ5
(
χ †χ

)(
ρ†ρ

) + λ6
(
η†η

)(
ρ†ρ

)
+ λ7

(
χ †η

)(
η†χ

) + λ8
(
χ †ρ

)(
ρ†χ

) + λ9
(
η†ρ

)(
ρ†η

)

+
(

f√
2
ε i jkηiρ jχk + H.c.

)
+ μ2

S Tr
(

S† S
) + λ10 Tr

(
S† S

)2

+ λ11
[
Tr

(
S† S

)]2 + (
λ12η

†η + λ13ρ
†ρ + λ14χ

†χ
)

Tr
(

S† S
)

+ λ15
(
ε i jkεlmnρnρk Sli Smj + H.c.

) + λ16
(
χ † S

)(
S†χ

)
+ λ17

(
η† S

)(
S†η

) + λ18
(
ρ† S

)(
S†ρ

)
, (26)

while the other part that violates explicitly the lepton number is
composed by the terms,
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V ′ = λ19
(
η†χ

)(
η†χ

)

+
[

λ20√
2
ε i jkη∗

m Smiχ jρk + λ21√
2
ε i jkχ∗

m Smiη jρk

− M1η
T S†η − M2χ

T S†χ + H.c.

]
, (27)

where M1 and M2 are energy parameters associated to the explicit
violation of the lepton number.

We already assumed that only two of the three neutral scalars
that compose the sextet will develop nonzero VEV. In regard to
the triplets, they involve five neutral scalars. It was discussed
above that, in order to generate the correct masses for all charged
fermions it is just necessary that only three of them develop
nonzero VEV, namely η0, ρ0 and χ ′ 0. However, as we will see be-
low, the seesaw mechanism we develop here requires that either
η′ 0, or χ0 or both develop nonzero VEV. For sake of simplicity,
we pick out η′ 0. Thus, the set of neutral scalars that will develop
nonzero VEV is,

η′0, η0,ρ0,χ ′0,Φ0,σ 0

→ 1√
2
(vη′,η,ρ,χ ′,Φ,σ 0 + Rη′,η,ρ,χ ′,Φ0,σ 0

+ i Iη′,η,ρ,χ ′,Φ0,σ 0). (28)

Considering the shift of the neutral scalars above, the conditions
for the minimum of the composite potential V + V ′ involve six
equations. However, as the idea is to apply the type II seesaw
mechanism to Φ0, it is just necessary to analyze the constraint
equation related to the vΦ ,

vΦ

[
μ2

S + λ10

2

(
v2

Φ + v2
σ

) + λ11

2

(
v2
σ + 2v2

Φ

) + λ12

2

(
v2
η + v2

η′
)

+ λ13

2
v2
ρ + λ14

2
v2
χ ′ − λ15 v2

ρ + λ16

4
v2
χ ′

+ λ17

4

(
v2
η + v2

η′ + vηvη′ vσ

vΦ

)]

− M1 vηvη′ − λ20 + λ21

4
(vη′ vρ vχ ′) = 0. (29)

All the massive components of the sextet S and the triplet χ
gain mass when the 3-3-1 symmetry breaks to the electroweak
symmetry. The order of magnitude of such masses lie around
the 3-3-1 symmetry breaking scale. In view of this we assume
μS ≈ μχ ≡ M . Besides, we consider that the energy scale asso-
ciated to the explicit violation of the lepton number, M1, M2, also
lies around the 3-3-1 symmetry breaking scale, i.e., M1 ≈ M2 ≡ M .
After such considerations, the equation above provides the relation,

vΦ
∼= vηvη′

M
. (30)

Now we came to the main point of this section. On substituting
Eq. (30) in Eq. (25), we obtain the following formula to the neu-
trino masses,

mνl = −h
v2
ηv2

η′

M3
. (31)

As showed, neutrino masses get suppressed by high-scale M3 in
its denominator. This allows we have neutrinos with masses in the
eV range with M around few TeVs.

Let us discuss a little the values of the parameters involved in
the triple seesaw mechanism neutrino mass formula above. It is
expected in the model that v2

ρ + v2
η ≈ (246 GeV)2. On the other

hand, the main consequence of a nonzero VEV for η′ 0 is the rising
of a mixing among the ordinary quarks with the exotic ones. In
view of this, it is natural to expected a low value for vη′ . In fact,
the upper bound vη′ < 40 GeV was obtained in Ref. [14]. Thus, on
being conservative, and taking vη ≈ 102 GeV, vη′ ≈ 10−1 GeV and
M = 10 TeV, we obtain

mνl = −0.1h eV. (32)

This requires also little fine tuning of the Yukawa couplings h’s
to generate neutrino masses small enough in order to explain so-
lar and atmospherics neutrino oscillation experiments. Thus the
mechanism can be verified at the LHC through the direct detec-
tion of the TeV states of the 331νR involved in the mechanism.

We say that the triple seesaw mechanism is a natural outcome
of the 331νR for two basic reasons. First, the high-scale M coin-
cides with the 331 symmetry breaking scale, and second, the VEV
vη′ that appears in the numerator of the neutrino mass formula is
phenomenologically small.

5. Summary

In this work we developed a new kind of seesaw mecha-
nism that is really capable of explaining the smallness of neutrino
masses with new physics just at TeV scale. It arises from the
fitting of the type II seesaw mechanism into the type I seesaw
mechanism. We first presented the idea through a toy model built
specially to accommodate the mechanism. As realistic scenario, we
implemented the mechanism in an extension of the SM involving
right-handed neutrinos and some new scalar fields. Next we de-
veloped the mechanism in the framework of the 331νR. The main
result of such fitting in both models is that neutrino masses for-
mula get suppressed by the factor M3 in its denominator. Thus it is
easy to see that for M = 1–10 TeV, neutrino masses get suppressed
by the factor 109–12. This is sufficient to guarantee that neutrino
will gain masses at eV scale. Due to this suppression factor, we call
this mechanism “triple seesaw mechanism”. However, we would
like to emphasize that the mechanism is a natural outcome of the
331νR. From phenomenological viewpoint, the interesting aspect
of such mechanism is that its signature may be probed at LHC
through direct detection of their intrinsic TeV states.
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